WELCOME
THYME@Port Elliot
Just breathe !

Snapshots in THYME

Greetings

HI my name is Bev, this is one of our furry friends
Gemma.We live in the main house with my partner Tim
and our other dog 'Browny"You'll probably see us about
the place attending to the 'every day'!
I'm glad you made it safe and sound.
We will do our best to make your stay comfortable while
you explore this fantastic region.
That said we always welcome any feedback to make
future stays even better!
Whether your here to relax or to see the sights I hope this
booklet helps you.
Thank you for choosing
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Thyme@Port Elliot .
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No Smoking or Vaping
inside, no smoking
anywhere on the property
Respect

Tidy on leaving

Be

aware

Eco-friendly Principles
Apply

Leave

nothing

Highly scented perfumes
and body products can be
an irritant for the next
guest. Please reframe from
use.

Getting

No Party's

Fakey

Funky!

Fakey

If Tanning products are
used, please let me know.
I'll use dark bedding and
towels (to save any
embarrassment.)
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Basics

Eco-friendly

1. Power supplied by 'The Sun '
2. Water supplied by "The Rain"

3. Sewerage treatment supplied by nature
( Aerobic System)
4. We do not use harmful herbicides or
pesticides on our property.

Cleaning

and

laundry

1. We try to find a 'green' alternative to
every cleaning solution.

2. Where possible we use unscented laundry
products which are low in irritants.

3. We try to buy or over time will replace
synthetic materials such as bed sheets.
(early days as these products are offer
quite costly)

complementary
Tea

&

Coffee

1. Locally sourced where possible.
Organically grown.
Premium Loose leaf tea
Tea bags
Grinder Coffee
Eco friendly expresso pods.

Condiments

1.

Salt & Pepper grinders

2.

Locally sourced Olive Oil

3. Organic Balsamic

complementary
Breakfast
Supplies

1. Locally sourced ,where possible.
Organically or Biodynamic
Seasonal.

Condiments

1.

Salt & Pepper grinders

2.

Locally sourced Olive Oil

3. Organic Balsamic

OD OT SGNIHT

Walking
If its an outdoor adventure you seek then you"ll be pleasantly surprised at
the many walking areas near by from Conservation Parks to Beach and
foreshore walks ,take a look at the brochures..

Weekend
Markets
There are many Markets to attend locally or a short drive away,.

Swimming/Yoga
/Health

Spa

The beach is just a two minute drive or if your keen a 15-20 min walk, there
are also indoor pools and a awesome County Cub which has a
Gym,Spa,Sauna and swimming pool , a casual visit is welcome .There are
numerous Yoga Studios about the place . (in the future there maybe 8
opportunities to have a yoga session , massage or Holistic therapies right
here @ Thyme

Boats
There are some fantastic waters to explore so hop on down to the Goolwa
Vistors Centre and grab some info and maybe book a short day trip

Picnics
There are lots of beautiful spots to take in the view and plenty of local shops
to try or just txt me and I'll arrange a picnic hamper (with some notice and
extra cost)

Sightseeing
After all there's the whole Fleurieu Penisula and an Island to explore so pace
yourself and do the rest when you come back.

OD OT SGNIHT

Charter

STNARUATSER
YBRAEN

Mother

Duck

MotherDuck is our favourite go too, fantastic awesome healthy food
,mindfully sourced and beautifully presented

Ind

O

Mex

Apart from the surprising marriage of Indian and Mexican food they do a
mean curry here.

Harbor
Organics
Pizza
Simply the best pizza excellent wine and other offerings. Make sure you
book or let me know in advance I can book for you. .

at

Middleton
Great place for breakfast don't forget to take your furry friend .Yes its dog
friendly.

Flying

Fish

Perfect spot for a lunch time serving of Fish and Chips or other seafood, sea
air always makes you feel hungry.

STNARUATSER
YBRAEN

Pipi
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